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NEW QUESTION: 1
What port is required for SSL communication with the SAP host
agent in a standalone browser via
HTTPS?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are the two behavior differences between Highlight Unused
Rules and the Rule Usage Hit counter
when a firewall is rebooted? (Choose two.)

A. Rule Usage Hit counter
B. Highlight Unused Rules
C. Highlight Unused Rules
D. Rule Usage Hit counter
Answer: A,B

will
will
will
will

not be reset
highlight all rules.
highlight zero rules.
reset.

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the Answer area, identify the type of data measured in each
report.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: B,C,D
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